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LEARNING OUTCOMES
Participants who attend this session will be...
...provided a framework for understanding culture in their
community (with particular focus paid to residential college
environments).
...able to differentiate the levels of culture development.
...able to carry out an evaluation of their community culture. 
...able to integrate their understanding of community culture to               
further develop or change that culture.
 



WHY CULTURE?



OUR EXPERIENCES
Nick's Staff Meeting - working against you
Emily's Signature Event - working for you



SCHEIN'S MODEL



SCHEIN'S CULTURE
This accumulated learning is a pattern or system of beliefs,

values, and behavioral norms that come to be taken for
granted as basic assumptions and eventually drop out of

awareness (Schein, 2016).





ARTIFACTS
Visible and observed
Easy to observe, difficult to
understand





ESPOUSED
VALUES

Ideals, goals, values,
aspirations
Ideologies and
rationalizations



"Keeping it Classy"



BASIC
UNDERLYING

ASSUMPTIONS

Unconscious beliefs and
values
Determines behavivor,
perception, thought and
feeling of a group



Attending Faculty-in-
Residence events
New buildings don't have
issues and have money
Everyone cares about the
community 



SCHEIN & RCS



OUR RESEARCH



INTERVIEWS
IRB approved to set up for further research
Interviews in three parts
Used to inform the process of understandings and
developing culture



DEMOGRAPHICS
Interviewed 7 Hall Directors
3 months to 11 years of experiences
All Hall Directors of Residential Colleges



THREE PARTS
Understanding - learning about the culture
Evaluating - what needs to happen with the culture
Making a Difference - making changes to improve the culture



UNDERSTANDING



TAKES
TIME

no magic formula
3 years average



ASK
QUESTIONS

As many people as you can
talk to
Processes, traditions,
experiences, good and bad



KEEP
SCHEIN 
IN MIND

Remember artifacts,
espoused values, and
underlying assumptions



STUDENTS
What does buy-in look like?
Don't take them at face
value



RC MODEL
VS 

YOUR RC

These may be two very
different things



YOUR
ROLE

You can't move and change
culture if you don't
understand your job
functions
Practically vs on paper



EVALUATING



CONDUCT
and other behavioral trends



COMMUNITY
DIRECTED
METRICS

EOY Surveys
Attendance
Satisfaction



EXTERNAL
METRICS

External pressure
Layers of information



GROUP
DETERMINATION

Role of students and senior
leaders
Based on values, identity,
and mission



RELATIVE
Your knowledge is relative
Input from stakeholders
Importance of faculty and
student leaders



RELATIVE



MAKING A DIFFERENCE



GENERAL TIPS
Build, Maintain, or Change/Deepen
Student buy-in
Importance of faculty



BUILDING CULTURE
Strategic planning
Defining cultural artifacts



MAINTAINING
Systems of accountability
Historic context



CHANGING
Define the problem
Stay out of the way
Small wins
Focus your attention



SO, WHAT?



THANK YOU & QUESTIONS
Nick Blair, nicholasb@smu.edu

Emily Kilburg, ekilburg@smu.edu



SECTION CHANGE





HEADING
Info
Info 
Info
Info



SUPPORTING INFO
Info
Info 
Info
Info




